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Kilcreggan to Gourock ferry

Result Details

Question

07
Overall, how do you rate the service since the contract was awarded in April

2012?

Answers

128
97%

Skips

4
3%

0% 38% 76% COUNT PERCENT

 A worse service overall 96 75%

 Largely the same as before 20 15.63%

 No view 10 7.81%

 A better service overall 2 1.56%

Please help us understand why you selected this answer

Comments

53

71,543,489

The boat used is not as reliable in all weathers as the Seabus. The service no longer goes to Helensburgh. Yesterday, 2:47PM

71,256,854

Worse boat, more helpful crew

More cancellations, better communication

Thursday, Feb 20th

7:22AM

70,685,715

I did not regularly use this service then.
Wednesday, Feb 12th

12:08PM

70,680,931

However, cancellations are a little more frequent due to the vessel not handling in adverse weather.
Wednesday, Feb 12th

11:11AM

70,620,747

Poor boats, patchy service
Tuesday, Feb 11th

1:34PM

70,566,927

Boat unsuitable for the waters sailed
Monday, Feb 10th

5:38PM

70,372,918

Have not used often enough recently to comment Saturday, Feb 8th

7:43AM

70,341,905

Mainly the suitability of the boat and unreliability. Friday, Feb 7th 4:40PM

70,329,660

Less Regular when weather bad. Less comfort. Friday, Feb 7th 1:57PM

70,198,562

EWESED IT TWICE ,GOT SOAKED ONCE ??
Wednesday, Feb 5th

6:59PM

69,909,989

Reliability comfort frequency all significantly reduced
Sunday, Feb 2nd

4:40AM

It is less comfortable; the seats are of poor quality, in inclement weather the motion is violent due to the shallow draft

and small size(the poor seating and paucity of handholds are felt particularly then), also making it marginally more prone
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69,862,923

and small size(the poor seating and paucity of handholds are felt particularly then), also making it marginally more prone

to weather cancellation and making use of the gangway in such conditions exciting for the able-bodied and probably

frightening for the frail and elderly. Half the seating is outside; would this be acceptable on a service bus? The

engine/exhaust noise is staggering outside; I believe it is well beyond the point at which noise causes permanent

damage; not perhaps an issue in winter, but in summer it might be nice to sit outside without the risk of deafness. At

some point I will take a sound meter and check.

On the plus side at least it does have outside seating, something the Seabus never had. The timetabling/spread of

service over the day is improved, the old service had odd large gaps before and after lunch.

Saturday, Feb 1st

12:48AM

69,850,983

I would say the crew are more customer friendly and helpful compared to the previous operator. I think that health and

safety plays a much larger part in life today compared to sailings the Kenilworth and other boats made in years past

Friday, Jan 31st

6:39PM

69,673,263

I have no confidence in spt or their ability to run a ferry service.
Wednesday, Jan 29th

1:15PM

69,663,762

I don't recall as many cancellations with the previous service provider. I also used to be a regular commuter on that

route and the timetabling of Gourock-Kilcreggan in the late afternoon used to connect with the 316 bus from Kilcreggan

allowing travel to Rosneath/Clynder.

Wednesday, Jan 29th

11:22AM

69,064,376

I started using it regularly in Sept 2012 so maybe I shouldn't comment. But when the Seabus came back on for the

Sunday runs I couldn't believe the difference

Tuesday, Jan 21st

2:52PM

68,785,012 Far worse

Friday, Jan 17th

4:38AM

68,768,087

The times going from Kilcreggan to Gourock are similar but as I have said previously the service could be better if later

boat times were available from Gourock to Kilcreggan and an all year round Sunday Service available.

Thursday, Jan 16th

6:11PM

68,588,665

The Service is getting better, it would be great to see a later service and a longer Sunday service too.
Tuesday, Jan 14th

1:27PM

68,575,597

Unimpressed with the "New ferry" when it was introduced. Unreliable. Poor handling both by the crew.

Poor or no provision for people stranded on the other side.

Unable to sail in conditions which would have not caused cancellation by its predecessor (I believe).

Tuesday, Jan 14th

10:44AM

68,513,043

The larger vessels were more comfortable but to be realistic the size of the present vessel is adequate for the numbers.

The lack of sheltered berthing is the issue.

Monday, Jan 13th

4:04PM

68,367,546

Much the same although I personally find the staff friendly and helpful
Saturday, Jan 11th

11:16AM

68,343,853

Less sailings and boat bouncy in the water.
Friday, Jan 10th

7:28PM

68,258,448

Clydelink are totally unsuited to the contract and since their appointment, the service has been mired by their

incompetence and downright cavalier attitude to safety and the stipulations of the contract. I smell brown envelopes and

the scent of corrupt politicians.

Thursday, Jan 9th

3:24PM

68,235,917

Much worse, although the crew do their best.
Thursday, Jan 9th

10:30AM

68,204,148

The service has "settled in" and on the whole falls not short of the earlier provider. The crew are very helpful but the boat

falls short in many regards.

Wednesday, Jan 8th

6:14PM
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68,204,148

68,189,736

Crew helpful, boat and company very poor
Wednesday, Jan 8th

2:37PM

68,185,936

The fact that a much smaller boat is in use makes the service less reliable.
Wednesday, Jan 8th

1:42PM

68,166,280

The best service was 50 years ago when the "Maid of Ashton" did the Kilcreggan, Gourock, Craigendoran run. The

construction of the "Maids" made you feel safe to travel on them, whatever the weather.

Wednesday, Jan 8th

9:03AM

68,120,941

Was shocking initially, got better with ship improvements but return of skipper with no balls to sail have returned things

to the dark old days.

Tuesday, Jan 7th

4:08PM

68,078,227

Much, much worse
Tuesday, Jan 7th

7:08AM

68,022,850

As above the boat has been off more than in all other years combined. I've been travelling by boat for the past 15 years
Monday, Jan 6th

1:03PM

67,999,886

The service is considerably worse. The route choice has been reduced by 50% and the vessel is very unreliable and is

particularly vulnerable in conditions where there is only a fresh breeze and a low/medium sea state, which occurs quite

often in this area. Very poor service compared with supplier with previous contract.

Monday, Jan 6th

7:59AM

67,969,836

More disruptions
Sunday, Jan 5th

4:51PM

67,918,125

There are fewer sailings. There are no comfortable seats on board and no toilet on board. There is also no back up

vessel.

Saturday, Jan 4th

2:57PM

67,897,844

Cldelink made all sorts of promises.new boat, wider gangways for cyclist,prams and various other claims. all lies.
Saturday, Jan 4th

7:34AM

67,895,966

no change in terms of wheelchair accessibility – appears to be less reliable
Saturday, Jan 4th

7:15AM

67,892,365

less reliable particularly in the first year and in bad weather, and on a slightly less comfortable boat
Saturday, Jan 4th

6:06AM

67,863,760

Not reliable. Friday, Jan 3rd 5:17PM

67,863,481

Staff great but ferry itself not as fit for purpose and consequently service is less reliable. I would use it much more if it

was reliable.
Friday, Jan 3rd 5:31PM

67,851,387

Haven't been on ferry since Seabus stopped running to helensburgh. Friday, Jan 3rd 1:44PM

67,839,052

I have no problems with the crews of the Island Princess who do their best with a clapped out old boat that is too small

for the route it has to service and the number of people it has to carry. It is also very extremely uncomfortable, both

seating wise and the way the boat rolls in even a slight swell. The level of noise from the engine I'm sure must be be

against 'Health & Safety' guidelines, and it is almost impossible to hear the 'Safety Announcements'

Friday, Jan 3rd

10:22AM

During inclement weather the current service is suspended considerably more often than the previous boat which was

designed for the conditions and pier heads.

The new boat has insufficient displacement to cope with both the crossing as the berthing during inclement weather.

Friday, Jan 3rd 9:09AM
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67,834,572 The new boat has insufficient displacement to cope with both the crossing as the berthing during inclement weather.

67,827,892

Reliability is so bad that if I have a business appointment in the Gourock/Inverkip area I cannot risk going over by ferry if

there is any possibility of wind in case I dont get home again, so I will drive, which takes twice as long, but is guaranteed

to get me home again.

Friday, Jan 3rd 6:52AM

67,825,065

Reliability, quality and service has deteriorated (and no criticism of staff who are excellent and helpful) - it is the lack of a

sensible, listening and coordinated public sector response to local needs.
Friday, Jan 3rd 5:31AM

67,819,870

The service is very unreliable and the comfort is nothing but awful Friday, Jan 3rd 2:51AM

67,809,749

If cancelled, at least there was a chance that the ferry could return passengers to the right side of the Clyde. It seems

that the last ferry is often cancelled 5 minutes after the last train from Glasgow central has departed.

Thursday, Jan 2nd

8:24PM

67,806,165

Took a little to settle, now ok.
Thursday, Jan 2nd

7:08PM

67,803,995

More cancelled crossings. Started service with an unqualified crew and insufficient staff on Kilcreggan pier. No Winter

Sunday service and link to helensburgh jettisoned

Thursday, Jan 2nd

6:28PM

67,802,870

Ferry is always cancelled these days. Never used to be unless REALLY severe weather. Service is too unreliable, even in

good weather, to be considered as first option of travelling.

Thursday, Jan 2nd

6:08PM

67,790,092

Unfortunately unknown & unaccountable factors will & do interfere with the service,such as adverse weather conditions

which cannot be adjudged & will at times detract from service improvement.

Thursday, Jan 2nd

2:27PM

67,788,290

Now initial teething problems seem resolved.

Only real difference is no Sunday service if that affects you.

Staff are polite.

Thursday, Jan 2nd

2:19PM

67,787,696

The reliability is not what it was and the timetable has lost sailings. In addition I do not have confidence in the boat to

perform well in heavier sea states

Thursday, Jan 2nd

2:14PM
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